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PREFACE
The goal of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Federal Energy Manage-
ment Program (FEMP) is to facilitate energy-efficiencyimprovementsat federal
facilities. This is accomplishedby a balanced program of technology develop-
ment, energy-efficiencyresource and energy supply assessment, and facility
modernization. Technology development focuses upon the tools and procedures
used to identify and evaluate efficiency improvements,such as the federal
life-cycle cost analyses. For efficiency resource and energy supply assess-
ment, FEMP provides metering equipment and trained analysts to federal agen-
cies exhibiting a commitment to understandingand improving energy use
efficiency and reducing energy costs.
The U.S. Army Forces Command (FORSCOM)has tasked Pacific Northwest Lab-
oratory (PNL),(a)as the lead laboratory supporting the FEMP mission, to
provide technical assistance to characterizeand modernize energy systems at
FORSCOM installations. With funding from FORSCOM, FEMP, and the Bonneville
Power Administration,PNL has undertaken developmentof a comprehensive inte-
grated energy resource assessment approach and applied it at Fort Lewis, a
FORSCOM installationnear Tacoma, Washington. The Fort was chosen as a pilot
site for developing this approach.
This report documents the natural gas and fuel oil baseline and effi-
ciency resource assessmentpotential for major sectors and end uses at Fort
(b)which provides an estiLewis. lt is a companion document to PNL-7763,
mate of the electricityuse baseline and efficiency improvementpotential at
the Fort. Because the site was chosen as a pilot site for developing this
approach, it was anticipatedthat some energy-efficiencymeasures would be
implementedduring the time period of the assessment and documentation.
(a) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of
Energy by Battelle Memorial Instituteunder Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
(b) Secrest, T. J., et al. 1991. Fort Lewis Electric Enerqy Baseline and
Efficiency Resource Assessment. PNL-7763,Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
Richland, Washington.
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Therefore, the efficiency resource may be less than identified in this assess-
ment. Nevertheless, significantefficiency improvementopportunitiesthat are
identified in this document remain at the site.
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY
The mission of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Federal Energy Man-
agement Program (FEMP) is to lead the improvement of energy efficiency and
fuel flexibility within the federal sector. Through the Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL), FEMPis developing a fuel-neutral approach for identifying,
evaluating, and acquiring all cost-effective energy projects at feder_l
installations; this procedure is entitled the Federal Energy Decision
Screening (FEDS) system. Through a cooperative program between FEMPand the
Army Forces Command(FORSCOM)for providing technical assistance to FORSCOM
installations, PNL has been working with the Fort Lewis Army installation to
develop the FEDS procedure. The natural gas and fuel oil assessment contained
in this report was preceded with an assessment of electric energy usage that
was used to implement a cofunded program between Fort Lewis and Tacoma Public
Utilities to improve the efficiency of the Fort's electric-energy-using
systems.
This report extends the assessment procedure to the systems using natu-
ral gas and fuel oil to provide a baseline of consumption and an estimate of
the energy-efficiency potential that exists for these two fuel types at Fort
Lewis. The baseline is essential to segment the end uses that are targets for
broad-based efficiency improvement programs. The estimated fossil-fuel effi-
ciency resources are estimates of the available quantities of conservation for
natural gas, fuel oils #2 and #6, and fuel-switching opportunities by level of
cost-effectiveness. The intent of the baseline and efficiency resource esti-
mates is to identify the major efficiency resource opportunities and not to
identify all possible opportunities; however, areas of additional opportunity
are noted to encourage further effort.
BASELINE ENERGYUSE
Fort Lewis is a FORSCOMinstallation whose primary mission is to provide
training and combat readiness for assigned units and other military and
reserve forces. Approximately 25,000 persons are housed on the Fort, and the
daytime population is approximately 35,000 persons. Of the stock of 4457
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buildings having 23.9 million square feet of floorspace, approximately 3918
buildings with 22 million square feet of floorspace are served by natural gas
and fuel oil. An estimated 2,205 of these buildings are residential, having
5.9 million square feet of floorspace and containing 3505 living units.
The annual fossil-fuel consumption is about 2.5 trillion Btu, of which
43% is in the form of natural gas (annual average of 10 to II million therms),
31% is in the form of fuel oil (annual average of about five million gallons)
and the remainder in the form of electricity. The annual cost of energy sup-
plied to the Fort is over $12 million, of which about $4.5 million is for
natural gas and about $3.1 million is for fuel oil.
Natural gas and fuel oil are used almost exclusively for space and water
heating. Residential space heat is provided primarily by natural gas,
although some units have electric heat. About 10% of residential water heat
is provided by natural gas; the Fort plans to increase this share as electric
water heaters are replaced. Non-residential building space and water heat are
provided both by district systems and boilers located within the buildings.
Eight central boilers provide heat for the associated district systems, which
supply space and water heat to approximately 24% of the non-residential build-
ings accounting for about 35% of the non-residential floorspace. Buildings
that have their own boilers generally have two, one each to provide space heat
and water heat.
Of the total fossil-fuel energy provided to all buildings and for all
other uses, 57% is consumed within building boundaries, 27% is provided to
buildings through the district systems, and 17% is in the form of distribution
losses. Natural gas accounts for 56% of total fossil energy consumption, 60%
of which is consumed within building boundaries and 40% in the district sys-
tems. Virtually 100% of fuel oil #2, which accounts for 23% of total fossil
energy consumption, is consumed within building boundaries. Fuel oil #6 makes
up 21% of total fossil energy use and is allocated 100% to the district
systems. Several of the building types were larger consumers of fossil fuels,
both directly and from the distribution system. These types are barracks (20%
of total fossil-fuel use), residential (18%), motor pool (12%), "other" (11%),
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and office/administration(10%). These five building types account for about
70% of the Fort's fossil energy consumption.
EFFICIENCY RESOURCE
Sixty-one efficiencymeasures were identifiedfor investigationas can-
didates for potential implementationat Fort Lewis; 35 were analyzed for effi-
ciency potential and cost-effectiveness. The 35 measures considered were
applied to the three building sectors (residential,non-residentialnot on a
district thermal system, and non-residentialconnected to a district thermal
system) and the district thermal system and analyzed by type of fuel consumed.
The final number of cases for which measures were analyzedwas 110, and 67
were determined to be cost-effective,e.g., had a positive net present value
(NPV). Four of the 67 measures involved switchingfrom fuel oil or electric-
ity to natural gas, and the remaining63 were efficiency improvements.
Table S.1 summarizes the life-cycle cost-effectiveefficiency resource
by end-use sector and fuel type. This table provides the energy-use reduc-
tion, new load due to fuel-switching,net energy reduction in million Btu
(MBtu), capital cost, value of annual energy savings, and associated NPV.
As shown in Table S.I, implementingthe 67 measures would provide an
estimated reduction in fossil-fueluse of 319,000 MBtu/year and reduce the
annual fuel bill by $2.3 million with an NPV of nearly $41.6 million. This
would provide an 18% decrease in annual fossil-fuelenergy use at the Fort and
reduce the annual fossil-fuelenergy bill by 31%.
Because of the restrictionscurrently placed on renovation/retrofitof
"temporary"wood-constructedbuildings in the North Fort area at Fort Lewis,
the resource assessmentexcludes these buildings. These buildings are in the
non-residential/non-systembuilding sector and represent approximately660
buildings with over 2 million square feet. Table S.2 shows the potential
life-cyclecost-effectivefossil-fuelefiiciency for the entire Fort if, in
the future, these buildings are renovated.
Implementingall 67 measures in the entire Fort, includingthe temporary




fuel use of nearly 350,000 MBtu annually, reduce the annual fuel bill by about
$2.7 million, and have an NPV of over $46 million. This would provide a 20%
decrease in annual fossil energy use at the Fort and reduce the annual fossil-
fuel energy bill by 34%.
The non-residential,non-system building sector has the greatest effi-
ciency potential, followed by actions in the district system and non-resi-
dential system. As a whole, improvementsto the district system show the
quickest return, followed by actions in the non-residentialnon-system,non-
residentialsystem, and residentialbuildings sectors.
The energy efficiency and fuel-switchingmeasures having a positive NPV
are given by end-use sector and by fuel type in Table S.3.
A suggested strategy to pursue implementationof these actions consists
of the following:
• fund the most cost-effectiveoptions (highest value index [Vl]) out
of operation and maintenance funds to free up budget resources to
invest in the higher cost actions
• seek cofunding from the natural gas utility and/or funding through
a performancecontract to implementthe fuel-switchingmeasures
• develop budget request proposals for additional funds to implement
higher cost measures.
This assessment is a first cut at estimating the fossil-fuel energy
potential at the Fort. As such, the results should be very useful in identi-
fying, prioritizing, and implementingfuture energy efficiency improvements.
The results should not be used to draw conclusionsregarding the cost-effec-
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Under the National Energy Conservationand Policy Act (as amended 1988),
the federal government is required to reduce energy use in its facilities 10%
per square foot, relative to 1985 levels, by 1995. Executive Order 12759,
issued in April 1991, increasedthe energy reduction goal to 20% of the 1985
levels by the year 2000. Relative to the facilities of the Department of
Defense, the National Defense AuthorizationAct of Fiscal Year 1991 (HR 4731,
Sec 2851) further defines energy performancegoals, financial criteria on
projects, and the disposition of energy-costsavings. In response to these
directives, energy-efficiencyprograms are in development to facilitate the
implementationof technologiesand practicesthat reduce facility energy-use
requirements.
A major obstacle to reducing energy use in large federal installations
is the current inabilityto characterizeenergy consumption by major sector
and end use in detail sufficient to enable more than limited efficiency acqui-
sition efforts. These installationsare typically the size of small cities
and, for the most part, energy use is not metered except at the installation
level. Due to this complexity, the correct choice of projects is not obvious
to the site managers, thus hesitation results. On the other hand, projects
have been initiated at some federal installationsbut reflect a quick-fix
approach based on simple payback that may not be in the best long-term inter-
ests of the site.
The mission of DOE's Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP) is to lead
the improvementof energy efficiency and fuel flexibilitywithin the federal
sector. Through PNL, FEMP is developing a fuel-neutralapproach for identi-
fying, evaluating, and acquiring all cost-effectiveenergy projects at federal
installations. In addition, FEMP has a cooperativeprogram with the U.S. Army
Forces Command (FORSCOM)for providing technicalassistance to FORSCOM instal-
lations. FEMP and FORSCOM have agreed to cost-share activities in developing
innovative approaches to energy efficiency at the latter's installations. One
of those installationsis Fort Lewis, near Tacoma, Washington.
1.1
This analysis and report was undertaken by PNL under the direction of
FEMP and FORSCOM as a pilot project, to develop a systematic approach with
which to identify energy-efficiencypotential in large federal installations
and to methodically _valuate the situationat Fort Lewis. This approach will
be refined and used to support energy-efficiencyacquisition programs in other
major federal sector installationsin the U.S. and abroad.
This report describes the assessment of the natural gas and fuel oil
energy-efficiencyresource potential for major sectors and end uses at the
Fort. Developing the baseline was essential to segment the end uses that are
targets for broad-based efficiency improvementprograms. An estimate of the
efficiency resource is presented to reflect the available quantity of resource
at different price ranges. The baseline and efficiency resource estimates did
not identify all possible areas of opportunity,but instead identifiedthe
majority of the resource. Areas of additionalopportunity are noted, to
encourage further effort.
1.2 SITE CHARACTERIZATION
Fort Lewis is a FORSCOM installationwhose primary mission is to provide
training and combat readiness for assigned units and other military and
reserve forces. The Madigan Army Medical Center is a major tenant that pro-
vides medical care to patients and medical training and research for Army and
other personnel. Fort Lewis is also responsiblefor three subinstallations
that support the training and readiness missions.
Fort Lewis proper is located on nearly 87,000 acres of property south of
the city of Tacoma, Washington. Approximately 25,000 persons are housed on
the Fort, and the daytime population is approximately35,000 persons.
Of the estimated stock of 4457 buildingswith 23.9 million square feet
of floorspace, it is estimated that 3918 with 22 million square feet of floor-
space are served by naturalgas and fuel oil. Of these buildings 2,205 are
residential,having 5.9 million square feet of floorspace and containing 3505
living units.
1.2
The annual fuel consumption is about 2.5 trillion Btu, of which 43% is
in the form of natural gas (annual average of 10 to 11 million therms) and 31%
is in the form of fuel oils (annual average of about five million gallons).
The annual cost of energy supplied to the Fort is over $12 million, of which
about $4.5 million is for natural gas and about $3.1 million is for fuel oils.
Natural gas and fuel oil are used almost exclusively for space and water
heating. Residential space heat is provided primarily by natural gas,
although some units have electric heat. About 10% of residential water heat
is provided by natural gas, and the Fort plans to increase this share as
electric water heaters are replaced. Non-residential building space and water
heat are provided both by district systems and boilers located within the
buildings. Eight central boilers provide heat for the associated district
systems, which supply space and water heat to approximately 24% of the non-
residential buildings accounting for about 35% of the non-residential
floorspace. These boilers are fired by approximately equal shares of natural
gas and fuel oil #6. Buildings that have their own boilers generally have
two, one each to provide space heat and water heat; these are almost
exclusively fueled with fuel oil #2.
1.3 SITE MODIFICATIONS
The Fort has recently experienceda decrease in troop levels, which will
be offset over the next two years with the addition of 9,000 to 12,000 troops
resulting from the closure of Fort Ord in California. This is expected to
provide a small net increase in the Fort's population. No significant new
construction is expected to accommodatethe additional troops, although
rehabilitationof existing facilities is likely. Although sections of the
North Fort area have been targeted for demolition for several years, demoli-
tion activities have consistentlybeen delayed.
1.4 REPORT ORGANIZATION
The text of this report provides a summary of the natural gas and fuel
oil assessment. Section 2 provides the physical characterizationof the
facility and energy-use baseline by facility sector, end use, and fuel type.
1.3
Section 3 presents the analysis approach used to develop the resource assess-
ment and provides the resource potential by level of cost-effectivenessfor
retrofit and fuel-switchingactions identified by facility sector, end use,
and fuel type. A summary of the findings and recommendationsis presented in
Section 4. Section 5 provides the sources and references used in the report.
Readers interested in additional detail underlying this assessment are refer-
red to the appendixes at the end of this report.
1.4
2.0 ENERGY-USE BASELINE
This section provides a characterizationof the Fort Lewis physical and
energy-supply and -using systems. The purpose is to develop a baseline of
energy consumption by major energy-usingsectors, end uses, and fuel types.
The baseline is used to support the assessment of energy-efficiencypotential.
2.1 CHARACTERIZATIONOF PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
This section contains descriptive informationon the Fort Lewis site and
facilities. An overview of the site is followed by a tabulation of the build-
ing stock and other energy-consumingfunctions. A description of the district
thermal systems serving sections of the Fort is provided in Section 2.2.
2.1.1 Site Description
As shown in Figure 2.1, the Fort's subsections are referred to as the
Main Fort, Madigan, Logistics Center, and North Fort. The Main Fort contains
the majority of administrative,operational and barracks facilities. The
Madigan Army Medical Center comprises the old and new Madigan medical com-
plexes. The LogisticsCenter i'spredominantlywarehouse space, and the North
Fort is largely vintage wooden barracks that provide temporary accommodations
for training and transient personnel.
The climate is coastal in nature, with average summer (July) tempera-
tures ranging from a low of 49°F to a high of 77oF and winter (January)
temperaturesaveraging 31 to 44°F, providing for average heating and cooling
degree days of 5709 and 94, respectively. Annual precipitationaverages
51 inches per year, and the average windspeed is about 7 mph.
2.1.2 Facility Profile
In developing the baseline fossil-fueluse, the Fort was segmented into
sectors, subsectors,and end uses to reflect major areas of consumption and
efficiency potential. The three sectors identifiedwere buildings,distri-
bution and process functions, and field operations. These sectors were fur-
ther segmented into subsectors and, in the case of buildings, end uses [i.e.,




Fossil-fueldelivery and meter records for Fort Lewis show that 3918 of
the estimated 4457 buildingswere served by fossil fuels. The differences are
understood to be all-electricbuildings,utility facilitieswithout fossil-
fuel service, buildingsnot on-line in 1989, or facilities closed or not
served by fossil fuel in 1989.
Table 2.1 summarizes the entire building stock (includingthe North
Fort) by building type served by fossil fuels in terms of heated floorspace,
number of buildings, average floorspaceby building type, and percent differ-
ence from Fort total floorspace.
The following are some specific notes concerning percentage differences
from all buildings:
Some of the concrete and wood barracks and motor pools are known to be
no longer used but are still maintained as property. Dining hall fac-
ilitiesthat are attached to barracks in the non-system areas were not
identifiableseparately from the barracks in terms of fuel use. These
were includedwith barracks, thereby reducing the number of dining halls
listed. Some of the newer office structuresmay be all electric and
would therefore not be included in the tally.
Nine of the 15 identifiedbuilding types account for over 90% of the
heated square footage. Family housing comprises the largest share of floor-
space, accounting for nearly 27% of the total, followed by barracks housing
for unaccompaniedpersonnel, accountingfor nearly 21% of the total.
Office/administrationbuildings make up the next largest share with almost 12%
of the total, followed by New Madigan with over 9%, and warehouses_ motor
pools, and "other"with over 8% each.
2.1.3 Process Functions and Field Operations
Process functions at Fort Lewis were found to be primarilyvehicle wash
functions. Most of these activitieswere noted by base personnel to be field
supported or operated using portablewash units. A portion of the steam
supplied to one of the warehouse building areas is used for wash functions.
In general, these activitieswere consideredoutside the scope of this
assessment,and the total fuel consumptiondue to these activities is
2.3
TABLE _.I. Building Stock Served by Fossil Fuel
Change
Percentage From Fort
Heated of Total Total
Floors_ace Heated Number of Floors_ace Floorspace
Buildin9 Type _ft_ Floorspace Buildings Ift_ I%)
Residential 5,882,906 26.7 2,204(a) 1,678(b) <I
Concrete 3,317,976 15.0 78 42,538 -S
Barracks
Wood Barracks 1,309,439 5.9 276 4,744 -I0
Office/ 2,633,975 11.9 636 4,141 -9
Administration
Warehouse 1,908,328 8.7 140 13,631 -35
Motor Pool 1,791,642 8.1 199 9,003 -7
Hangar 366,005 1.7 8 45,751 0
Dining Halls 86,880 0.4 17 5,111 -30
Clubs 105,118 0.5 7 15,017 -6
Old Madigan 732,835 3.3 76 9,643 <I
New Madigan 2,000,000 9.1 I 2,000,000 0
Commissary 105,000 0.5 I 105,000 0
Computer 15,398 0.1 I 15,398 0
Center
Miscellaneous NA NA S NA NA
(no. ft2)(c)
Other 1,797,826 8.2 269 6,683 -15
Total 22,053,328 3,918 -7.8
(a) Contains total of 3505 living units.
(b) Average floorspace per living unit.
(c) The miscellaneous category consists of those buildings for which we have
fuel bills but no square footage data.
relatively small. Field operations at Fort Lewis requiring fuel use are noted
to be relatively small and erratic. As with process functions, these were
outside the scope of this assessment.
2.1.4 Utility Service and Other EnerQv-Use Characterization
The utility and other energy-use site services present at Fort Lewis
include eight primary steam and hot water distributionsystems (with associ-
ated line losses), a sewer and water distributionsystem, streetlighting,and
electrical distributiontransformer (with line losses).
2.4
The eight steam and hot water supply systems at the Fort provide space
heating and water heating to non-residentialbuildings located in areas around
the airfield, hospital, and logistics area. The systems are as follows"
SYSTEM ARE____AA TYPE FUE____L
3LC Northwest Logistics Steam #6 Oil/Gas
5LC Central Logistics Steam #6 Oil/Gas
6 Old Madigan Hospital Area Steam #6 Oil/Gas
7 Central Stadium, Theater, Gymnasiums Steam #2 Oil/Gasi
g North Section, East of Airfield Water #6 Oil/Gas
10 Central Section, East of Airfield Water #6 Oil
11 South Section, East of Airfield Water #6 Oil
14 Entire Section, West of Airfield Water #6 Oil/Gas
Losses associated with these distributionsystems are characterizedby two
primary modes. The first is leakage of stram or hot water through faulty
traps and connections,broken lines, and heat exchangerequipment in need of
repair; the second comes in the form of thermal (conduction)losses throughout
the system from uninsulated lines.
The shares of buildings and square footage served by district systems are
10% and 26%, respectively. Of the buildings served directly by fossil fuels
(based on all heated structures),33% are non-residentialand account for 48%
of the floorspace; the remaining 57% of buildings are residential and account
for 26% of the floorspace.
Virtually all of the fossil fuel at the Fort is used for building heat and
domestic hot water. Fuel forms used directly (combustedwithin the building
boundary) are natural gas and fuel oil #2. Natural gas and fuel oil #6 are
the _rimary fuels consumed to provide steam and hot water to buildingsthrough
the district systems.
Natural gas provides space heat for all of the housing areas, except a
portion of Madigan, which uses fuel oil #2. In addition, water heat is pro-
vided by gas for two housing areas. Each of the buildings served by natural
gas is metered separately,and the meter is read monthly by the natural gas
2.5
company. Delivery records are maintained for fuel oil #2 provided to build-
ings served directly as well as for the eight central boilers.
In 1989, the price paid by Fort Lewis for natural gas from Washington
Natural Gas ranged from $2.10 per MBtu for large interruptibleaccounts to
$5.10 per MBtu for residential accounts. The average price paid for natural
gas was $3.64 per MBtu. The prices paid for fuel oil were $6.55 per MBtu for
fuel oil #6 and $7.42 per MBtu for fuel oil #2.
2.2 ENERGY CONSUMPTIONBASELINE
The estimated baseline fossil-fuelenergy consumption is provided by fuel
type and end use, and by building type for buildings served directly by fossil
fuels and those served by a district system.
Baseline energy consumption for non-system buildings is shown in
Table 2.2. The estimated shares between natural gas and fuel oil #2 are about
60% and 40%, respectively. Five of the building types account for 90% of the
direct natural gas consumption1: residentialhousing (53%), motor pool (15%),
"other" (12%), barracks (6%), and office/administration(4%). Four of the
building types account for nearly 90)_of the direct #2 fuel oil consumption:
office/administration(34%), barracks (23%), "other" (17%), and motor pool
(13%). lt is estimated that nearly 84% of the fuel was used to provide space
heat and 16% to provide water heat.
Baseline energy consumption for system buildings is shown in Table 2.3.
The estimated shares by fuel type are 51% natural gas, 49% fuel oil #6, and
less than I% fuel oil #2,. Distributionlosses were estimated to be approxi-
mately 39% of the total energy supplied to the eight central boilers. Of the
energy supplied to the buildings (energy input to the boilers less distribu-
tion losses) in the form of natural gas, 95% was accounted for by five build-
ing types: concrete barracks (31%), motor pool (20%), warehouse (8%), Old
Madigan (23%), and "other" (13%). lt is estimated that all the fuel oil #2
was consumed by the "other" category. Approximately92% of fuel oil #6 was
consumed in five building types: concrete barracks (53%), motor pool (15%),
office/administration(9%), hangar 8%, and other (7%). lt is estimated that
69% of the fuel was used to provide space heat and 31% to provide water heat.
2.6
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Of the total fossil-fuelenergy provided to all buildings, 57% is consumed
within building boundaries, 27% is provided to buildingsthrough the district
systems, and 17% is in the form of distribution losses. Natural gas accounts
for 56% of total fossil energy consumptio;},of which 60% is consumed within
building boundaries and 40% by the district systems. Virtually 100% of fuel
oil #2, which accounts for 23% of the total fossil energy consumption, is con-
sumed within building boundaries. Fuel oil #6 accounts for 21% of total fos-
sil energy use and is allocated 100% to the district systems. Several of the
building types were larger consumers of fossil fuels, both directly and from
the distribution system. These types are barracks (20% of total fossil-fuel
use), residential (18% of the total), motor pool (12%), "other" (11%), and
office/administration(10%). The five noted building types account for about
70% of the Fort's fossil energy consumption.
2.9
3.0 RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
This section describes the analysis approach taken to assess the fossil-
fuel-based efficiency resource availableat Fort Lewis and presents the find-




The approach to assessing the fossil energy-efficiencyresource poten-
tial consisted of identifyingthe range of measures that apply to the three
building types and the thermal district systems: developing the costs and
associated efficiency improvementsfor these measures; and calculatingthe
life-cycle cost (LCC), net present value (NPV), and a value index (VI) for
each measure (see Section 3.1.2). This section provides the list of energy
conservationopportunities (ECOs) and fuel-switchingmeasures that were
considered and presents the NPV and VI measures that were developed.
Because of the restrictionscurrently placed on renovating/retrofitting
"temporary" (wood-constructed)buildings in the North Fort area, the resource
assessment excludes these buildings. These buildings are in the non-
residential/non-systembuilding sector and represent nearly 660 structures
with over 2 million square feet. If, in the future, these buildings are
retrofittedwith energy-efficienttechnologies,the net fossil-fuelenergy-use
reduction would be increasedby 31,000 MBtu with a correspondingincrease in
NPV of $5 million and an additionalreduction of $300,O00/yearin the Fort's
fossil-fuel energy bill (see Table S.2).
3.1.1 Efficiency Measures Considered
Sixty-one efficiency measures were identified as candidates for imple-
mentation at Fort Lewis. Consultationwith Fort Lewis staff, energy-
efficiency experts, and PNL staff screened the list to 35 that were analyzed
for efficiency potential and cost-effectiveness. A listing of the measures
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considered is provided in this section; the reader is referred to the appen-
dixes in this report for further discussion of the all the measures that were
considered.
Buildincl Envelope Measures
The current insulation level of the building envelope and the building
age were major factors affecting implementing ECOs in this group. These ECOs
affect space heating fuel use only:
• Insulate suspended ceilings of non-residential buildings >20 years
old with batt-type, non-rigid insulation from R-11 to R-19.
• Insulate attic ceilings of wood frame buildings (residential and
wooden barracks) with batt-type, non-rigid insulation from R-11 to
R-19.
• Blow-in wall insulation for wooden frame buildings from a base R-11
insulation value (supplied by solid foam insulation) to R-19.
• Insulate interior brick surface walls for a portion of the concrete
barracks.
• Insulateperimeter of slab-on-gradebelow surface to an R-7.7 level
for residentialhousing.
• Insulate floor above crawl space by hanging insulation from the
current R-3 level to R-11 on 75% of the wooden barracks.
• Install storm windows as a retrofit on 30% of the windows in
concrete barracks.
• Caulk and weatherstripwindows and leaks to reduce infiltrationon
buildings that serve as residences (residentialhousing and wooden
and concrete barracks).
Building Auxiliary Heating Measures
These ECOs affect space heating fuel use only:
• Install infrared heaters for radiationheating of limited spaces
within large areas including hangars,motor pools, and warehouse
buiIding types.
• Install programmablesetback thermostatcontrols.
3.2
Water Heatinq Measures
These ECOs affect domestic hot water fuel use only:
• Install low-flow shower heads in the remaining available locations.
° Insulate DHW pipes in residentialhousing and wooden and concrete
barracks.
° Install specially lined (non-corrosive)gas water heaters. This
ECO is part of a fuel-switchingoption outlined below.
Boil.erMeasures
Boiler capacity (MBtu/hr),age, and fuel type were the main factors
affectingimplementationof ECOs in this group. Typically, the Fort Lewis
main plant boilers for central steam distributionranged from 5 to 60 MBtu/hr.
The boilers dedicated to a building unit typically ranged in size from 0.2 to
I MBtu/hr. These ECOs affected space-heatingfuel use only:
° Install a combustion air preheater to ,_'educeenergy losses in the
boiler flue. Applicableto capacities >40 MBtu/hr.
• Install feedwater economizersin the boiler flue to preheat conden-
sate return and make-up water. Applicable to capacities
>3 MBtu/hr.
° Install air atomizingburners and low excess air (LEA) burners for
oil burning boilers to increase combustion efficiency. Applicable
to ali boiler sizes; increasedefficiency is related to the age of
the retrofit boiler.
° Perform boiler tune-up by optimizing air-to-fuelratios. Appli-
cable to all boiler sizes and should be performed once a year.
° Install flue gas analyzersto assist in maintainingoptimal boiler
efficiency. Applicable to capacities >10 MBtu/hr.
° Install automatic electric dampers to reduce standby loss when the
boiler is not in use. Applicable to all boiler sizes; most
effective with boilers that cycle diurnally.
° Install new and more efficient oil- or gas-burningconventional
boilers. Applicable to capacities <25 MBtu/hr; it is thought the
high capital costs associatedwith capacitiesgreater than this
would warrant a more detailed study by each individualboiler case.
This ECO is part of a fuel-switchingoption outlined below.
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• Install new gas pulse or condensing boilers to replace older, less
efficient oil boilers. Applicable to capacities <1 MBtu/hr. This
ECO is part of a fuel-switching option outlined below.
• Install fire-tube turbulators in fire-tube boilers to improve over-
all combustion efficiency. Applicable to boilers from 1 to
20 MBtu/hr that are older than 15 years.
• Replace manual boiler blow-down system with a continuous boiler
blow-down system with heat recovery capability. Applicable to
capaci ti es >6 MBtu/hr.
• Install oxygen trim control to maintain low excess air levels.
Applicable to all boiler sizes.
• Provide maintenance of existing feedwater economizers found on
larger (>3 MBtu/hr) boilers.
pistrict Thermal Distribution Measures
The steam and fuel line diameters and current insulation levels, as well
as the capacity and age of the main plant boilers and thermal distribution
lines, were important factors affecting the level of implementation of the
ECOs in this category. These ECOsaffect space-heating fuel use only:
• Repair or replace defective steam traps.
• Insulate buried pipe of main distribution lines. This assessment
considers insulating only a small portion (lr;%) of the buried dis-
tribution lines because of accessibility and locating problems.
• Insulate above-ground pipe of main distribution lines. This would
largely affect distribution line above ground not found in the
building's interior, where thermal losses could be a source of
space heating.
• Insulate hot fuel-oil pipes leading from the heater to the burner
within the boiler.
• Locate steam mass losses in buried steam distribution lines with
infrared (IR) technology and repair the leaks.
• Install water-to-water heat exchangers for heat recovery in dining
hall facilities.
• Insulate hot water storage tanks.
3.4
Fuel-SwitchinqOpportunities
Fuel-switchingis another area of conservationpotential. While effi-
ciency improvementsare possible with new technologies(e.g., the specially
lined, non-corrosivewater heaters are more efficient than the conventional
electric water heaters), fuel-switchingcan allow the site to take advantage
of more economical fuel choices. Fuel-switchingopportunitiesinvestigated
include:
• Switch old oil boiler to a conventionalgas boiler.
• Switch old oil boiler to a gas pulse combustion boiler.
• Switch conventionalelectric water heater to a specially lined gas
water heater with the followingtwo scenarios:
- replace 100% of existing conventionalwater heaters with the
speciallylined gas water heaters all at once
- replace 20% of the existing conventionalwater heaters with
the specially lined gas water heaters each year. Information
from Fort Lewis staff indicatesthat the life expectancy of
the existing water heaters is less than five years due to tank
corrosion caused by carbonic acid.
• Replace oil-fired infrared heaters with gas-fired units in non-
residential system buildings.
3.1.2 Value Index (VI)Measures
A VI is used a the measure to prioritize the cost-effectivefossil-fuel
ECOs. The VI is the ratio of the NPV of an ECO to its installedcost. The VI
is analogous to a savings to investmentratio, but uses life-cycle-discounted
measure of savings. A VI greater than 0 is considered a viable ECO, and the
greater the VI, the more attractive the ECO.
3.2 RESOURCE POTENTIAL BY FACILITY SECTOR AND END USE
The 35 measures consideredwere applied to the three building sectors
(residential,non-residentialnon-system,and non-residentialsystem) and the
district thermal system and analyzed by type of fuel consumed. This resulted





NPVs. Of the 72, five were dropped from considerationdue to competing mea-
sures that had higher NPVs. The analysis results for all 110 cases are pro-
vided in the appendixes.
The remaining 67 measures are displayed in Table 3.1 with their esti-
mated initial capital cost, present value of operation and maintenance costs,
annual energy savings, value of annual energy savings, NPV, and VI. These are
sorted by applicationto each of the four sectors--districtsystem, non-
residential non-system buildings, non-residentialsystem buildings, and
residential buildings.
The shares of efficiency potential and NPV by sectors are as follows:
Energy-Use
Sector Reduction,% NPV, %




The highest efficiency potential and NPV are in the non-residentialnon-system
building stock, followed by actions in the district system and non-residential
system buildings. Five actions with the highest value index are in the non-
residential system buildings; although the energy-use reductions associated
with these measures are relatively small, the return is high, which suggests
these may be good initial investment areas.
3.3 RESOURCE POTENTIALBY ENERGY SOURCE
Excluding fuel-switchingopportunities,approximately303,000 MBtu of
annual savings are available. Of this, about 44% is in the form of natural
gas, 36% in fuel oil #6, and 20% in fuel oil #2. The most cost-effective
actions are in both types of fuel oil.
When taking fuel-switchingopportunities(to natural gas) into account,
the cost-effectiveenergy-use reductionpotential increasesto nearly
319,000 MBtu annually. Significant addiLionalreductions in fuel oil #2 are
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achieved with added reductions in fuel oil #6 and some electricity. These
reductions are largely offset by increases in natural gas consumption. In
net, natural gas use increases by over 15,000 MBtu. The most cost-effective
fuel-switchingactions are from #6 oil to gas-fired infrared heaters in non-
residential system buildings and from electric to gas hot water heaters in
non-residentialnon-system buildings.
3.4 DISCUSSION
The total cost-effectivefossil-fuelefficiency resource at Fort Lewis
(319,000MBtu) is a reduction of approximately18% of all the fossil fuel con-
sumed in 1989. Acquiring all the cost-effectiveresource would be an invest-
ment with an estimated NPV of approximately$41.6 million. The annual fuel
expenditure savings, evaluated at 1991 fuel prices, would be over $2.3 mil-
lion.
Table 3.2 summarizes the cost-effectiveefficiency resource by end-use
sector and fuel type. In the context of this discussion, the cost-effective
resource includesall energy conservationinvestments that have a positive
NPV. This table provides the energy use reduction, new load due to fuel-
switching, net energy reduction, capital cost, value of annual energy savings,
and associated NPV.
The non-residentialnon-system building sector has the greatest effi-
ciency potential, followed by actions in the district system and non-residen-
tial system. As a whole, improvementsto the district system show the quick-
est return, followed by actions in the non-residentialnon-system,non-resi-
dential system and residential buildingssectors.
In the tabulation of the 67 cost-effectiveapplicationsof the 35 meas-
ures analyzed, 51 accounted for 99% of the energy-use reductions. Of these,
11 had energy reduction potential greater than 10,000 MBtu and accounted for
55% of the reduction, 14 had potentialgreater than 5,000 and less than
10,000 MBtu and accounted for an additional 30%, and 16 had potential greater
than 1,000 and less than 5,000 MBtu, accounting for 14% of the reduction.
3.10
3.11
In the absence of fuel-switchingactions, about 303,000 MBtu of
efficiency potential exists, primarily in the form of natural gas, followed by
fuel oils #6 and #2. The cost to acquire this potential is estimated to be
about $4.6 million, which is about 65% of the cost to implement all cost-
effective measures. The annual energy savings are estimated at about $1.6
million, with an NPV of about $27 million.
Implementingfuel-switchingactions results in an additional savings of
16,000 MBtu. In this case, natural gas use increases,and the largest
i
decrease in consumption is in the form of fuel oil #2, followed by fuel oil #6
and electricity. The cost to obtain the additional savings is about $2.3 mil-
lion, which provides annual cost reductions of about $767,000,with an NPV of
about $14.6 million.
3.12
4.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A significantcost-effectivepotential is estimated to exist for reduc-
ing fossil-fuel consumptionat the Fort Lewis Army installation. Sixty-seven
investment actions were determined to have a positive net present value (NPV);
four of these involved switching from fuel oil and electricityto natural gas,
and the remainder involved efficiency improvements. Implementingthese
actions would reduce fossil-fueluse by an estimated 319,000 MBtu annually,
reduce the annual fuel bill by about $2.3 million, and have an NPV of nearly
$41.6 million. This would provide an 18% decrease in annual fossil energy use
at the Fort and reduce the annual fossil-fuelenergy bill by 31%.
The non-residentialnon-system building sector has the greatest effi-
ciency potential, Followed by actions in the district system and non-resi-
dential system. As a whole, improvementsto the district system show the
highest value index, followed by actions in the non-residentialnon-system,
non-residentialsystem, and residential buildingssectors.
Of the 67 cost-effectiveactions, 51 accounted for 99% of the energy-use
reductions. Of these, 11 had energy reductionpotential greater than 10,000
MBtu and accounted for 55% of the reduction; 14 had potential greater than
5,000 and less than 10,000 MBtu and accuuntedfor an additional 30%; and 16
had potential greater than 1,000 and less than 5,000 MBtu and accounted for
14% of the reduction.
A suggested strategy to pursue implementationof these actions consists
of the following:
• Fund the most cost-effectiveoptions (highestvalue index [Vl]) out
of operation and maintenance funds, freeing up budget resourcesto
invest in the higher cost actions.
• Seek cofunding from the natural gas utility and/or funding through
a performancecontract to implementthe fuel-switchingmeasures.
° Develop budget request proposals for additional funds to implement
higher cost measures.
4.1
This assessment is a first cut at estimating the fossil-fuelenergy
potential at the Fort. As such, the results should be highly useful in
identifying,prioritizing,and implementingfuture energy-efficiencyimprove-
ments. The results should not be used to draw conclusions regarding the cost-




Data sourcesused to characterizethe baselineand fossil-fuelenergy
efficiencyresourceincludedatabasesmaintainedby the Fort,energystudies
conductedpreviouslyfor the Fort,and informationavailablefrom other
sources. Thesesourcesare describedin this section.
5.1 DATABASES
Buildinq/FacilityDatabase- Base Format(d_ASEFile)
The dBASEfile providedby Fort Lewiscontainsinformationon 3399 non-
familyhousingstructureslocatedon the main post,includingall
permanentand temporarybuildingsand nonbuildings(e.g.,shedsand
shadecovers,whichare typicallyunconditioned).Virtuallyall of the
buildingsare a part of the regularArmy and civiliancontingent.A few
(10to 20) are a part of the Army Reservefunction. Not includedin
thisdatabaseare familyhousingunits.
The databasecontainsthesefivecolumnsof informationfor each
structure:
• buildingnumber
• buildinguse descriptionby originalfunction
• numberof floors- Thosewith "0" floorsare meantto be primarily
nonbuildingstructures(e.g.,boatramps,shadecovers,latrines,
othersimilarunconditioneditems). Some miscodinghas occurred
(e.g.,"firestation"is "0,"whileseveral"overheadcovers"are
"I").
• "official"squarefootageof structure- This includesconditioned
and unconditionedareasof structureand mav includeexternalareas
(e.g.,carports,shaderoofs). Again,somemiscodingis presentin
the formof enclosedstructureswith a "0" area.
• code indicatingcurrentuse of structure- This is a five-digit
categorycode (seeBuildingTypeCodingList,whichfollows).
BuildinqType CodinclList (PaperCODY)
This list containsthree-digitcategorycodesusedby the Army to cate-
gorizeall buildingsand facilitiesby theirtype (e.g.,hangar,
barracks)or area of use (e.g.,airfield,shipyard).
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Natural Gas Meter Reading Databases (dBASE File)
Fhese files contain gas monthly consumptionvalues in therms for each
building on the post that was supplied with natural gas in fiscal years
1989 and 1990. Each file contains 11 input fields. The fields found
useful for this assessment included a facility or building number and
the therm delivery amounts for each month in 1989. One of the files
included all of the gas-use data for the interruptable-ratefacilities.
Fuel Oil Delivery Databases (dBASE File)
These files contain fuel oil (#2 and #6) delivery values for each tank
in g_llons. In most cases, one tank existed for each building supplied
with oil. A total of 14 fields existed in the files; those used in this
assessment included building number, gallons delivered, delivery date,
and contract number. The contract number was useful in separating the
#2 and #6 oil deliveries.
Fuel Oil Tank List Database (dBASE File)
This database provides informationon the number and size of tanks cur-
rently used at each building.
Building/Facilit.yDatabase (IFS) (Paper Copy)
This printout contains informationon the breakdown of housing areas
(e.g., size, number of units, age, location, constructiontype), lt
also appears to contain the same informationon all other buildings on
the post. No electronic copy was available at the time. This database
appears to be the best source for the wide variety of data needed on
building stock throughout the post. lt is, however, not of practical
use unless available in electronic format.
Real Property Housinq List (Paper CopY)
This document includes a breakdownof single-familyresidentialhousing
by area and quantity, lt provides informationnot available elsewhere.
Enerav-Use Spreadsheet (Lotus 1-2-3)
This spreadsheetpresents various compilationsof energy use for the
post from 1986 to 1989. lt includesmonthly energy usage for elec-
tricity, natural gas, and fuel oils #2 and #6. The usage is displayed
according to user: primary post, housing, and National Guard.
Post Maps (Paper Copy)
One set of maps includes building numbers for all identifiablebuildings
on the post. A second site map was color-coded during a site visit to
identifygroups of buildings and facilities served by each of the
primary thermal distribution systems.
5.2
Computer-AidedDesign (CAD) Drawings of RepresentativePost Buildinqs
(Paper Copy)
The post CAD drawings provided no connected load, constructiontype, or
occupancy information. Printouts of the CAD layouts were available for
use in additional data gathering by walk-throughaudits. Data about the
type, capacity, and condition of various fossil fuel equipment at the
post were recorded on these drawings and used as reference information.
Washinqton Natural Gas Rate Schedules (11-I-90 Paper Copy)
Details for all of the gas rates used by Fort Lewis are included in this
set of schedules. Also includedwith this form is a listing of those
buildings on base supplied by various rates and a synopsis of the
average and total gas costs per rate for the current fiscal year (1991).
5.2 FORT LEWIS ENERGY STUDIES
Energy Resources Management Plan 1987
The Resources Management Plan completed in January 19B7 includes eco-
nomic analyses of various building conservationprojects involving
insulation, infiltration,controls, reducedwater flows, lighting, and
storm windows. This study considered only non-family housing buildings
on the post. Reevaluationsof other Fort-wideenergy projects are also
included. Packaged projects that include floor, ceiling, and wall
insulation,as well as infiltrationsealing, controls, and other
measures, are estimated to save over $3 million at a simple payback of
less than five years. The report evaluated the consolidationof two
central distributionplants and a waste incinerator. The distribution
plant consolidation is already in progress. The feasibility of an
emergency management control system (EMCS) for the post was studied and
found to be practical in only the North Fort area. The report provides
only minimal informationon the building stock on the post.
Fort Lewis Enerqy Savings Opportunity Survey. January 1987. Bouillon
Christoffersonand Schairer Consulting Engineers, Seattle, Washington.
In this two-volume report with appendixes, potentialenergy conservation
opportunities (ECOs) in the building stock are examined and other ECOs
studied previously are reviewed. For the building stock, 91 buildings
were surveyed to estimate the energy conservationpotential in
approximately 1400 buildings on the post from a list of 49 energy
conservationmeasures.
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Enerqy Survey of Army Dininq Facilities at Fort Lewis, Washington.
July 31, 1986. United IndustriesCorporation,Bellevue, Washington
(DACA 67-85-C-0085,Report #8601, Prefinal Report).
This 1986 survey reports on an energy audit and analysis of 38 dining
facilities on the post to identify retrofit and operation opportunities
for improving energy efficiency.
Enerqy Surveys of Army Boiler Plants, Enerqv EnqineerinqAnalysis
Proqram (EEAP) at Fort Lewis, Washinclton.October 1988. EMC Engineers,
Inc., Eugene, Oregon (NarrativeReport, Book I of 2).
This study included detailed boiler informationfor a large subset of
the many water and steam boilers at the post. lt included sizing, effi-
ciency, fuel, firing rate, and other useful information.
5.3 SECONDARY INFORMATION
Secondary sources of informationincluded the following documents:
Conservation ResourcesSuppl.yDocument. 1990. Bonneville Power
Administration, Pc'_;-_d,Oregon.
This report provides technical documentationof informationused to
develop the Bonneville Draft 1990 ConservationSupDIv Document.
Technical Appendix to ConservationSuppl.yfor the 1990 Power Plan.
1989. Northwest Power Planning Council.
This report provides technical documentationof information used to
develop the Northwest Power Planning Council estimate of electric energy
efficiency resources in the Pacific Northwest.
Description of Electric Enerqy Use in Sinqle-FamilyResidences in the
Pacific Northwest. July 1989. DOE/BP-13795-21,Bonneville Power
Administration, Portland,Oregon.
This report provides summary informationon end-use metered consumption
of electricity in 499 residences in the Pacific Northwest during the
period September 1984 through May 1988.
Description of Electric Enerqy Use in Commercial Buildings in the
Pacific Northwest. December 1989. DOE/BP-13795-22,Bonneville Power
Administration, Portland,Oregon.
This report provides summary informationon end-use metered consumption
of electricity in nearly 100 commercial buildings in the Pacific
Northwest during the period September 1984 through October 1988.
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Prototype Dininq Hall Energy EfficiencyStudy. June 1988. PNL-6610,
Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland,Washington.
This report provides informationon end-use energy consumptionfor a
prototypicalAir Force dining hall and gives recommendationson cost-
effective energy conservationoptions.
Commercial Buildinqs Consumptionand Expenditures1986. May 1989.
DOE/EIA-0318(86),Energy InformationAdministration,Washington,D.C.
This report gives survey results and national and regional estimates of
energy consumption and expendituresfor commercial buildings in 1986.
Federal Register. Vol 55, No. 224. Tuesday, November 20, 1990.
Lippiatt, B. C., and R. T. Ruegg. October 1990. "Energy Prices and
Discount Factors for Life-Cycle Cost Analysis 1991: Annual Supplement
to NIST Handbook 135 and NBS Special Publication 709." NISTIR-85-
3273-5, U.S. Department of Commerce, Gaithersburg,Maryland.
5.4 ENERGY CONSERVATIONOPTIONS
In addition to the resources described in Sections 5.1 through 5.3, the
following sources were useful in developing the list of energy conservation
options (ECOs) that were considered for implementationat Fort Lewis.
Architect's and Enqineer's Guide to Enerqy Conservationin Existinq
Buildinqs_ Volume I - Enerqy Use Assessment and Simulation Methods.
April 1990. DOE/RL/OI830P-H4,DOE Field Office, Richland,Washington.
Architect's and Enqineer's Guide to Enerqy Conservationin Existing
Buildinqs, Volume 2 - Enerqy ConservationOpportunities. April 1990.
DOE/RL/OI830P-H4,DOE Field Office, Richland,Washington.
Kirsch, F. W. January 1982. Directory of IndustrialEnerqy
ConservationOpportunities - DIECO. University City Science Center,
IndustrialTechnology and Energy Management. (Originallyprepared under
the Energy Analysis and Diagnostic Center Program (EADC),revised in
November 1988).
Parker, S. A. 1991. "Have You Looked in the Boiler Room Lately?"
Energy Engineering,88(I):6-25.
Technical Enerqy Evaluation - Andrews AFB Commissary. February 27,
1987. ConservationDesign Associates, Inc., Reston, Virginia,
Technical Enerqy Evaluation - Griffiss AFB Commissary. March 5, 1987.








Fort Lewis is a U.S. Army Forces Command (FORSCOM)installationprovid-
ing headquartersfor the I Corps and 9th InfantryDivision. The primary mis-
sion of the Fort is to provide training and combat readiness for assigned
units and other military and reserve forces. The Madigan Army Medical Center,
a major tenant, provides patient care, medical research and medical training
to Army and other personnel. Fort Lewis also has responsibilityfor three
sub-installationsthat support the training and readinessmissions.
Fort Lewis proper is located on nearly 87,000 acres of property to the
south of the City of Tacoma, Washington. The three sub-installationsaccount
for over 260,000 acres located in other parts of Washington State.
The climate is coastal in nature with average summer (July) temperatures
ranging from a low of 4goF to a high of 77oF and average winter (January)tem-
peratures ranging from 31 to 44°F, providing for average heating and cooling
degree days of 5709 and 94, respectively. Annual precipitationaverages
51 inches per year, and the average windspeed is about 7 mph.
Fort Lewis houses approximately25,000 full-time residents and has a
daytime population of approximately35,000 persons. The stock of nearly 4,500
buildingscomprises approximately24 million square feet of floorspace.
A.I.2 Buildinq and Facility Profile
Site Facility and Housinq Characterization
The building database provided by Fort Lewis contained informationon
all Fort non-residentialfacilities. This includes all non-building
facilities (e.g., sheds, bus stop shelters, flagpoles,walkways). The
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database is generally set up to use a "number of floors" value of "0" to
identify non-buildingtype structures. Therefore, the original sorts (by
three-digitcode) of the database were based on all buildings with one or more
floors. This led to the omission of many obvious conditioned buildings
(apparentlymiscoded with "0" floor). In addition, many facilities are coded
under specific operational categories (e.g., "airfield" or "maintenance")
rather than categories that closely match the chosen prototypes. For these
reasons, the remainder of the database was manually searched, and additional
five-digit categories were identified as fitting with the prototypes. These
buildings, as well as any obvious conditioned facilities with "0" floor
codings, were added to the original database sort totals. Still remainingwas
a small subset of buildingswith one or more floors but "0" square footage.
For these buildings, the square footagewas obtained from Fort personnel and
added to the appropriatecategory totals. For residential buildings not
included in the above database, different data sourceswere used. The Real
Property Housing List and ResourcesManagement Plan were used to arrive at
totBl unit numbers for each housing area, as well as associated building
numbers. The Building/FacilityDatabase - (IFS) type contained square footage
values for each unit and an indicationof building age and type (e.g., single,
duplex). Because these data existed only in paper form, they were manually
transferred from the printout to arrive at square footage totals for each type
and vintage (year of construction)of housingunits.
The building type values derived from the various sources are summarized
in Table A.I.
Of the total estimated building stock at Fort Lewis, 4457 buildingswith
23.9 million square feet of floorspace,fossil-fueldelivery and meter records
show that 3918 of these were served by fossil fuels. The differences are
understood to be all electric buildings, utility facilitieswithout fossil-
fuel service, buildings not on line in 1989, or facilitiesclosed or not
served by fossil fuel in 1989.
A.2
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TABLE A.I. Fort Lewis Building Stock Summary
Average Si_e/
Building Type Total Area (ft2) Building Count Unit (ft_)
_(a)
Single Residence . 3,207,801 1,811 1,771
Multiple Residenceta) 2,675,095 394 1,579(b)
TOTAL 5,882,896 2°205 NA
Barracks Three-story c°_qTete(C)a 3,209,566 79 40,627
Barracks TvoTstorywood_ " 1,461,532 29 15,022
Motor Pool_e) 1,926,594 252 7,645
Dining Hall(f) 124,377 24 5,182
Office/Administration(g) 2,892,262 715 4,045
Warehouse(h) 2,933,673 446 6,577
Old Madigan{i) 736,651 79 9,324
Hangar 333,005 8 45,750
New Madigan Hospital (approximate) 2,000,000 I 2,000,000
Commissary 105,000 I 105,000
Computer Center 15,398 I 15,398
Simulat9r(s) 54,200 2 27,100
Club(s)TM 112,168 14 021
Other 2,116,933 34_(k) 61136(k)
FORT LEWIS GRAND TOTAL 23,937,346(k) 4,457(k) NA
(a) The vintage of all the residentialunits ranges from the early 1940s to the 1980s;most were con-
structed in the 1950s to 1960s.
(b) These 394 multiple residence buildingscontain a total of 1694 units and vary from duplexes to eight-
unit complexes.
(c) Includesal..._lthree-storyfacilities in Army code groups 721, 724 (none),and 725 (none): unaccom-
panied enlisted personnelbarracks-typestructureswith or without dining areas and associated latrine
and other facilities (constructiontype not identifiedin database, but virtually all three-story
units are known to be concrete/brick/masonry).
(d) Includes al..__ltwo-storyor less facilitiesin Army code groups 721, 74032, 724 (none),and 725 (none):
unaccompaniedenlisted personnelbarracks-typestructureswith or without dining areas and associated
latrineand other facilities (constructiontype not identified in database, but virtually all two- and
fewer-storyunits are known to be wood frame).
(e) Includes all facilities in Army code groups 210 through 229, plus 123 and 1212: all maintenanceand
productionfacilities for vehicles and stationaryequipment of all kinds.
(f) Includesal.___lfacilities in Army code group 722 and 74062: unaccompaniedpersonneldining facilities.
(g) Includesal._._1facilitiesin Army code groups 131, 133, 171, 610, 620, 730 (none),14131, 14182, 14183,
14185, 72330, 72360, and 73072: airfield communications,traffic control, training,headquarters,and
administrative.
(h) Includes al._._lfacilitiesin Army code groups 124 (none), 143 (none),and 410 through442: all supply
and storagefacilities includingfuel, dry, and refrigerated.
(i) Includes al._1facilitiesin Army code groups 510 through 550 and 73045 - all hospital,clinic, dental,
and other medical facilities (not includingthe New Madigan Hospital). This includes facilitiesat
the Old Madigan area and elsewhere on the post.
(j) These values are based on informationfrom site personneland manual searches in the building
database.
(k) Grand total includes all buildingswith number of floors greater than "0," plus major facilitiesnot
yet in database and buildings with "0" floors identifiedas valid conditionedfacilities. This value
and "other"may be high or low due to database errors, as some buildings have incorrectlyidentified
numbers of floorsand missing square footages.
Notes: lt appears that many facilitiesare coded under specific operationalcategories (e.g., "airfield"
or "maintenance")rather than the building types that we are used to. The accuracy of matches of
these Army building categories to identifiedbuilding prototypeswill vary. The use of some five-
digit categoriesprovided additionaldetail. Sortingbased on the more detailed building descrip-
tions may be more useful. This would, however, requiremuch more effort in scanning the entire
database to identify the various building acronymsused for each type and may still be widely
inaccurate.
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Table A.2 summarizes the building stock by building type served by
fossil fuels in terms of heated floorspace,number of buildings, average
floorspace by building type, and percentdifference from Fort total
floorspace.
SpecifiC Notes Concerninq PercentaqeDifferences from All Buildinqs
Some of the concrete and wood barracks and motor pools are known to be
no longer used but are still maintained as property. Dining hall facilities
TABLE A,2. Building Stock Served by Fossil Fuel
Change
Percentage From Fort
Heated of Total Total
Floors3ace Heated Number of Floors3ace Floorspace
Building Type (ft_ Floorspace Buildings (ft_ (%)
Residential 5,882,906 26.7 2,204(a) 1,678(b) <I
Concrete 3,317,976 15.0 78 42,538 -5
Barracks
Wood Barracks 1,309,439 5.9 276 4,744 -I0
Office/ 2,633,975 11.9 636 4,141 -g
Administration
Warehouse 1,908,328 8.7 140 13,631 -35
Motor Pool 1,791,642 8.1 Igg 9,003 -7
Hangar 366,005 1.7 8 45,751 0
Dining Halls 86,880 0.4 17 5,111 -30
Clubs 105,118 0.5 7 15,017 -6
Old Madigan 732,835 3.3 76 9,643 <I
New Madigan 2,000,000 9.1 I 2,000,000 0
Commissary 105,000 0.5 I 105,000 0
Computer 15,398 0.1 I 15,398 0
Center
Miscellaneous NA NA 5 NA NA
(no ftz)_)
Other 1,797,826 8.2 269 6,683 -15
Total 22,053,328 3,918 -7.8
(a) Contains total of 3505 living units.
(b) Average floorspace per living unit.
(c) The miscellaneousbuilding type consists of those buildings for which we
have fuel bills but not square footage data.
i
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that are attached to barracks in the non-system areas were not identifiable
separately from the barracks in terms of fuel use. These were included with
barracks, thereby reducing the number of dining halls listed. Someof the
newer office structures may be all electric and would therefore not be
included in tally.
Nine of the 15 identifiedbuilding types account for over 90% of the
heated square footage. Family housing comprises the largest share of floor-
space, accounting for nearly 27% of the total. This is followed by barracks
housing for unaccompaniedpersonnel, accounting for nearly 21% of the total.
Office/administrationbuildings comprise the next largest share with almost
12% of the total. These are followed by New Madigan with over 9%, and ware-
houses, motor pools, and other with over 8% each.
Process Functions and Field Operations
Process functions at Fort Lewis were found to be primarily vehicle wash
functions. A majority of this activity was noted by base personnel to be
field supported or operated using portable wash units. A portion of the steam
supplied to one of the warehouse building areas is used for wash functions.
In general, this activity was considered outside the scope of this'assessment
and the total fuel consumptiondue to this activity is relatively small.
Field operations at Fort Lewis requiring fuel use are noted to be relatively
small and erratic. As with process functions, these were outside the scope of
this assessment.
Utility Service and Other Enerqy-UseCharacterization
The utility and other energy-use site services present at Fort Lewis
include eight primar_ steam and hot water distributionsystems with associated
line losses, a sewer and water distributionsystem, street lighting, and elec-
trical distributiontransformer and line losses.
The electrical distributionsystem comprises approximately2080 building
or group transformersranging in size from 5 to 2500 kVA. The energy consump-
tion of this distributionsystem is found in the transformer "load" and "no-
load" losses as well as line losses associatedwith the miles of distribution
lines used throughout the Fort.
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The eight steam and hot water supply systems at the Fort provide space
heating and water heating to areas around the airfield,hospital, and
logistics area as follows:
System Area Type Fuel
3LC Northwest Logistics Steam #6 Oil/Gas
5LC Central Logistics Steam #6 Oil/Gas
6 Old Madigan Hospital Area Steam #6 Oil/Gas
7 Central Stadium, Theater, Gymnasiums Steam #2 Oil/Gas
9 North Section, East of Airfield Water #6 Oil/Gas
10 Central Section, East of Airfield Water #6 Oil
11 South Section_ East of Airfield Water #6 Oil
14 Entire Section, West of Airfield Water #6 Oil/Gas
The number of buildings and square footage served directly (individualbuild-
ing heating systems - not a part of the eight systems above) and through each
of the eight district systems is shown in Table A.3.
Although systems 10 and 11 serve distinct areas, they utilize a common
fuel supply system and are not separatelymetered. For this reason, all fur-
ther analysis of these two systems is done as one combined system.
Losses associated with these distribution systems are characterizedby
two primary sectors. The first is leakage of steam or hot water through
faulty traps and connections,broken lines, and heat exchanger equipment in
need of repair. The second loss comes in the form of thermal losses through-
out the system from uninsulated lines.
The Fort water supply is taken from 14 main wells located primarily in
the northwesternarea of the Fort. Sewage treatment is currently supplied by
a central plant in the f_ northeast corner Gf the Fort.
Street lighting at the Fort includes military as well as family housing
areas. The quantity of street and other exterior lights is estimated at
around 10,000 and consists of sodium and mercury vapor technologies.
A.6

A.2 ENERGY SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS
A.2.1 Gas Supply Description
Natural Gas is supplied to Fort Lewis by Washington Natural Gas through
underground lines to virtually all areas except the North Fort. Gas is used
at all family housing areas, except a portion of Madigan which uses #2 fuel
oil. Many of the military operations facilities in the Main Post area also
use gas. Natural gas is the primary fuel for 7 of the 8 thermal distribution
systems.
A.2.2 Fuel Oil Supply Description
Fuel oil is supplied to the Fort by tanker truck and delivered directly
to point-of-usetanks by the contracted oil supplier, lt is primarily con-
sumed as #2 and #6 fuel oils. The #2 fuel oil is used in all single building
furnaces and boilers on both the Main and North fort areas, lt is also used
in central thermal distributionsystem 7. Fuel oil #6 is used exclusively in
the remaining seven thermal distributionsystems.
A.2.3 Solid Waste Conversion Description
Fort Lewis currently burns a limited amount of solid waste that is used
to supplement the heat production on thermal system 9.
A.2.4 Enerqy Source Summary
The 1989 fuel consumptionfor non-mobilityuses was about 2.5 trillion
Btu at a cost of about $12.2 million, distributed as follows by Btu, physical
units and value:
Trillion Btu Physical Units Value (million $)
Electricity 0.66 193 GWh ° 4.5
Natural Gas 1.07 10.7 Million Therms 4.5
#2 Oil 0.43 3.1 Million Gallons 1.9
#6 Oil 0.35 2.3 Million Gallons 1.3
Total 2.53 12.2
A.3 ENERGY-USE INTENSITIES
Energy-use intensities (EUIs) were developed for each of the building
types by end-use to support the subsequentdevelopment of baseline energy in
Section 4.0. The EUIs were developed through a two-step process. The EUIs
for the non-system (serveddirectly and not on a district system) buildings
were first developed. Then, EUIs for system buildingswere developed from the
non-system building data and supplementalinformation.
A.3.1 Non-System Buildinq EUIs
EUIs for buildings not served by one of the eight district systems were
developed from actual consumptiondata. Virtually every building served by
natural gas has a gas meter that is read monthly by the serving utility. Fort
Lewis is one of a few installationsin which this is the case. Delivery
tickets provided consumptiondata for buildings served by #2 fuel oil. The
availabilityof these data eliminated the need to estimate building total EUIs
from secondary information and simulationmodels. Building total EUIs were
estimated by totaling the Btu consumptionfor each building type for both
natural gas and #2 fuel oil and dividing by the associatednon-system square
footage.
The end-use breakdown between space and water heating within the build-
ing boundary was estimated using the ratio of space heat to water heat pro-
vided in Table A.4. These ratios were largely based on informationfrom
regional EUI data sources. These sources drew largely upon metered end-use
energy consumption in commercial buildings in the Pacific Northwest. The
concrete and wooden barracks space and water heating ratios were based on
values calculated from residentialhousing end-use data.
Sections of housing units in two of the housing areas (Broadmoor and
Greenwood) were identified by base personnel as having both water heat and
space heat provided by natural gas. Data for a sample of comparable resi-
dences with only gas space heat were used to estimate the water heat EUI.
Data for summer months' usage, assuming no space heating fossil-fueluse,
provided a difference in annualized usage of 32,200 Btu per square foot per
A.9
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year between the homes with and without gas water heat. This was further
adjusted by annualized residual usage in the space-heat-onlyhomes of
3,450 Btu per square foot per year. This usage is assumed to be for the
furnace pilot light and a small amount of heating. The resultingwater heat
EUI of 28,750 Btu per square foot per year is consistentwith other residen-
tial water heating usage estimates provided by natural gas.
Table A.5 shows the fossil-fuelEUls derived for the non-system
buildings for heating, water heat and building total. Fuel use in the New
Madigan hospital is estimated to be very small as the facility is not yet in
operation.
The average EUI for the residentialhousing sector is 54,800 Btu per
square foot per year. For heating purposes, the average EUI is about
50,000 Btu per square foot per year.
Of the commercial building types, the dining halls, motor pools, and
clubs represent the most intense users. The warehouse is the least intensive,
having an EUI approximatelyone-eighth that of the dining halls. Other rela-
tively low energy users for the commercial building types include: hangers,
commissary, and the computer center.
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TABLE A.5. Fossil-FuelBuilding End-Use Intensities (Btu/ft2/yr)
Buildinq TvDe Heatinq Water Heatinq Total
Residential:
Broadmoor 28,800 28,800 57,500
Clarkdale 31,200 NA 31,200
Parkway 52,300 NA 52,300
Greenwood 48,900 28,800 77,600
Davis Hill 69,100 NA 69,100
Old Hillside 40,700 NA 40,700
Old Hillside/oil-gas(a) 32,700 NA 32,700
Beachwood 45,100 NA 45,100
New Hillside 65,200 NA 65,200
Madigan 55,600 NA 55,600
Madigan/oil(b) 71,500 NA 71,500
Evergreen 60,300 NA 60,300
Special 5 48,000 NA 48,000
Commercial:
Concrete BarrBqks 39,100 28,800 67,800
With/Dining_cj. NA NA 190,000
Without/Diningtc) NA NA 100,000
Wood Barracks 37,600 28,800 66,300
Office/Administration 54,800 10,200 65,000
Warehouse 26,100 1,600 27,700
Motor Pool 121,900 7,700 129,600
Hanger 74,400 4,700 79,100
Dining Halls 70,000 152,100 222,100
Clubs 48,100 105,200 153,300
Old Madigan 31,000 61,500 92,500
New Madigan NA NA NA
Commissary 10,600 21,100 31,700
Computer Center 61,900 11,500 73,400
Other 67,800 41,800 109,600
(a) This represents those housing units in Old Hillside that
switched from oil to gas during the year 1989. (Others use gas
only.)
(b) This represents those housing units in Madigan that use fuel
oil only. (Othersuse gas only.)
(c) These were developed based on PNL metered data as a part of
the system building EUI assessment and were used only for
buildings on thermal distribution systems. (See Section
3.2.2.)
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A.3.2 System Buildinq EUIs
The estimation of fuel use and associated EUI values for buildings
served by the eight steam and hot water distributionsystems was more
involved. Fuel consumption data were available for each of the system plants,
but metered data were not availableto isolatedistribution system losses or
building consumption. The first step in developing the building total and
end-use EUIs was to subtract estimateddistributionsystem losses. The second
step was to estimate the EUIs using total energy input to the eight centralJ
plants minus the estimated distributionlosses. This estimate included the
use of supplemental informationsuch as relative occupancy, spot building
metering, and heating plant efficiency estimates.
DistributionSystem Losses
An important part of the assessmentof any steam or hot water thermal
distributionsystem is the amount of loss associatedwith the distribution
lines and equipment. Since each system is different, these losses were esti-
mated for each system.
Fuel use during thp early morning hours in August was considered as
close to a no-load operation as possible. All of the systems are generally
set up to be self-regulatingor manually regulated in that the boiler firing
rate is matched to meet the load. The boiling firing rates for these time
periods were, therefore, considered to be meeting the load (or line losses).
The process for assessing this loss was based on an extrapolation of assumed
no-Ioad data.
The boiler logs for the first weeks in August of 1990 were obtained from
the Fort for five of the eight systems (otherswere unavailable). Values were
extracted from the logs and extrapolatedto a full year. This extrapolation
took into account the actual number of operating days during the year and
utilized the lowest firing rate for each system. Table A.6 shows the esti-
mated yearly loss value for each of the five systems. Also included is the
actual value used in the assessment for all eight systems. Finally, the per-
centage of the total system fuel use that this loss accounts for is shown.
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TABLE A._. Estimated Yearly DistributionLosses at Fort Lewis
ExtrapolatedLoss Loss Value Used
From Log Data In Assessment % Of Total Estimated
System (MBtu} (MBtu) System Thermal Use
6 59,300 56,400 45
7 NA 3800 25
9 80,800 48,000 53
10 81,300 NA NA
11 34,400 NA NA
10+11 115,700 110,000 46
14 52,000 49,400 26
3LC NA 16,000 27
5LC NA 6900 25
Notes: Systems 10 and 11 are served by the same plant. Although
each is served by a separate boiler, they share a common
gas and oil delivery system. These systemswere combined
for purposes of the energy-use balance.
No boiler logs were available for systems 7, 3LC, and 5LC.
For systems 6, 10+11, and 14 the losses were considered reasonable and
fit well in the balance of the fossil-fuelenergy used for that system. Each
of these was conservativelyreduced by a nominal 5% to arrive at the actual
loss value used in the assessment. This was done partially to be conservative
and also to account for any stray actual load that may be occurring during the
hours used for the extrapolationdata.
System 9 losses, as extrapolatedfrom the boiler log data, were the most
difficult to reconcile with the other system energy use. Initially,this loss
amount, as extrapolated,accounted for close to 90% of the fuel energy use on
that system. System 9 supply heat is supplementedall year by an incinerator
that accounts for approximately20% of the total energy delivered to the
system. Reducing the loss by this amount to be able (to compare actual fuel--
related loss) still left the losses accounting for over 70% of fuel use.
Applying this value would have meant allocating an unreasonablylow fuel use
value to the buildingson the system. No informationwas availableto
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indicate that occupancy or operation of this system should be that low. To
achieve a reasonable balance for this system, a value amountingto about 53%
of the total system fuel use was assumed. This allowed for reasonable fuel
use for the building stock and was only slightly above the average 45% for the
other large systems.
Loss values for systems 7, 3LC, and 5LC were estimated based on losses
in other systems. These three systems are much smaller in size than the
others and losses (at least based on line length) will be much smaller. A
value of approximatelyhalf (25%-27%)of the large loop percentage loss was
estimated for these systems. In each case the values appeared reasonable and
left fuel use assigned to buildings at reasonable levels.
lt is importantto note that these loss values include several compon-
ents. These include thermal (conduction)losses in distributionlines, leaks
in lines as well as traps and connections,and end-use "losses" such as wash
steam that is not used in buildings.
EUI Development
The development of EUI values for those buildings on the steam and hot
water systems began by applying the "non-system"building EUIs as initial
estimates. Adjustments were made to these values based on specific data
available for system buildings and characte_-isticdifferences. This included
specific electric and steam monitoring of representativebuildings and known
age, construction,occupancy, and operationaldifferencesbetween system and
non-system facilities. As a final adjustment,an energy balance was completed
to assure that all system energy was accounted for. This included subtraction
of all system losses and any non-buildinguse and allocation of all remaining
energy to buildings.
Steam and hot water flow metering as well as electric consumptionequip-
ment was installed in representativebuildings of the office, motor pool, and
concrete/brickbarracks types. Two weeks of data were collected during
February and March of 1991. Steam and water flow measurementswere not
obtained for the office buildings because of very low-flow rates due to low or
no occupancy. The data collected from the other buildingswere extrapolated
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to provide an estimate of fuel use (fossiland electric) for the year for a
typical building and an associated EUI. For this assessment,these estimated
system fossil-fuel EUIs were compared with the EUIs developed from the non-
system building data to determine an appropriateEUI for those buildings
served by the distribution systems. Table A.7 shows the steam/hotwater
metered data averages, associated estimated system EUI values, and corres-
ponding non-system EUIs.
The average of the values, as derived from the two metered motor pools,
came within 12% of the EUI value created from the non-system motor pools. For
this assessment, the non-system EUI value was consideredrepresentativeof a
typical motor pool on the base and was also chosen as the initial value for
the system motor pool EUI value (prior to adjustment).
Of the four barracks buildingsmetered, two included integral dining
facilities and two did not have dining facilities. The average EUI values
calculated from this metered data of 190,000 Btu per square foot per year for
"barrackswith dining" and 100,000 Btu per square foot per year for "barracks
without dining" were considerablyhigher than the single non-system EUI of
68,000 Btu per square foot per year found for other barracks. Because of the
size of this difference, the EUI values derived from the metered data were
used for the baseline calculationsfor each of the two barracks subtypes on
the system.
TABLE A.7. Fort Lewis Building Metered Data for EUI Development
Bldg Estimated Non-System
Building Bldg Area Average Heating MBtu/ System EUI EUI
Type # ft2 MBtu/hr hr/vr .yr Btu/ft2/yr Btu/ft2/yr
Motor Pool 3233 4801 98 5040 496 103,000 129,000
Motor Pool 3234 4801 120 5040 603 126,000 129,000
Barracks(a) 3417 40,385 1,430 5376 8350 206,000 68,000
Barracks 3418 40,385 701 5376 4430 109,000 68,000
Barracks(a) 3654 14,000 1,440 5376 8420 166,000 68,000
Barracks 3657 32,400 815 5376 5050 99,000 68,000
(a) These barracks includedining facilities.
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After all initial EUI values were set, it was necessary to make adjust-
ments within each systems balance calculation. This is due to various factors
including"
• Buildings within each system are not identicalto each other or to
the non-system buildings because of age and function.
° The occupancy and schedule of non-system and system buildings are
not identical.
• ° The efficienciesof the stand-aloneequipment in non-system
buildings (used to create the EUIs) are different from those in the
system plants.
Within each thermal distributionsystem, building types were identified
that, based on Fort informationor other reasoning,might exhibit higher or
lower energy intensitiesthan the average defined by the created EUIs. For
these buildings or entire systems of buildings, an adjustment factor was
introducedto account for these differences. In addition, a system-wide
adjustment was made to all system fuel use based on the estimated difference
in efficiencies between non-system and system heating equipment. The addition
of derived system line losses was also incorporatedinto the balance (see
Section 3.2.1 for details concerning the derivation of line losses). One
final adjustment involved an incineratorthat supplementsthe heat production
for system g. Since this supplementalheat was not directly derived from
purchased fuel, the value of the incineratorheat was removed in order to
achieve an accurate fuel balance. This adjustment is reflected in the
building adjustment factor.
The combinationof these adjustmentswas used based on knowledge of the
Fort, its operation and equipment, and best engineeringjudgment to arrive at
a balance for each of the eight systems. Table A.8 includes the building use
adjustmentsand plant efficiency factors applied to each thermal distribution
system.
A.4 BASELINE ENERGY USE
Tables A.9 and A.IO provide the baseline fossil-fuelenergy consumption
for system buildings and non-system buildings includingdistributionlosses,
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Building Type Sys. 6 Sys. 7 S_s. 9 Sys. 10-11 S_s. 14 Sys. 3LC Sys. SLC Factor
Barracks (conc. w/dh)(a) I I 0.482 0 75 1.25 I I 0.875
Barracks (conc.w/o dh) I I 0.482 0 75 1.25 I I 0.875
Barracks (wood) I I 0.482 0 75 1.25 I I 0.875
Motor Pool I I 0.482 0 75 1.25 0.85 I 0.875
Dining Hall I I 0.482 0 75 1.25 I I 0.875
Office/Administration I I 0.482 0 75 1.25 I I 0.875
Warehouse I 1 0.482 0 75 1.25 I 1.2 0 875
Hanger I I 0.482 0 75 1.9 I i 0 875
Old Madigan 1.15 I 0.482 0 75 1 25 I I 0 875
New Madigan I I 0.482 0 75 1 25 I I 0 875
Clubs I I 0.482 0.75 1 25 I I 0 875
Commissary I I 0.482 0.75 I 25 I i 0 875
Others I 1.6 0.482 0.75 1 25 i I 0 875
Computer/Simulators I I 0.482 0.75 1 25 I I 0 875
Loop Line Losses I I 0.482 0.75 I 25 I I 0 875
(a) dh = dining hall.
respectively. These tables detail the use of all primary fossil fuels at Fort
Lewis including natural gas, #2 and #6 fuel oil.
Non-system buildings use natural gas or #2 fuel oil, split about 60% and
40%, respectively,between the two fuels. Five of the building types account
for 90% of the direct natural gas consumption:residential housing (53%),
motor pool (15%), "other" (12%), barracks (6%), and office/administration
(4%). Four of the building types account for nearly 90% of the direct #2 fuel
oil consumption:office/administration(34%), barracks (23%), "other" (17%),
and motor pool (13%). lt is estimated that nearly 84% of the energy provided




Of total fuel consumed by buildings served by the district systems, 51%
was natural gas, less than I% by #2 fuel oil and 49% by #6 fuel oil. Distri-
bution losses were estimated to be approximately39% of the total energy sup-
plied to the eight central boilers. Of the energy supplied to the buildings
(energy input to the boilers less distributionlosses) in the form of natural
gas, 95% was accounted for by five building types: concrete barracks (31%);
motor pool (20%);warehouse (8%); Old Madigan (23%); and other (13%). lt is
estimated that all of the #2 fuel oil was consumed by the "other" category.
Approximately92% of #6 fuel oil was consumed in five building types" concrete
barracks (53%); motor pool (15%); office/administration(9%); hangar 8%; and
other (7%). lt is estimated that 69% of the energy provided space heat and
31% provided water heat.
Of the total fossil-fuel energy provided to ALL buildings and other
uses, 57% is consumed within building boundaries, 27% is provided to buildings
through the district systems, and 17% is in the form of distribution losses.
Natural gas accounts for 56% of total fossil energy consumption, 60% of which
is consumed within building boundaries and 40% to the district systems. Vir-
tually 100% of fuel oil #2, which accounts for 23% of total fossil energy con-
sumption, is consumed within building boundaries. Fuel oil #6 provides 21% of
total fossil energy use and is allocated 100% to the district systems.
Several of the building types were larger consumers of fossil fuels, both
directly and from the distribution system. These types are" barracks (20% of
total fossil-fuel use), residential (18%), motor pool (12%), "other" (11%),
and office/administration(10%). The noted five building types account for
about 70% of the Fort's fossil energy consumption.
The combination of the fuel use totals of the non-system and system
facilities completes a fossil-fuelbalance for the entire Fort. Table A.11
shows the total fuel use by i-ueltype for the Fort as derived by this process.
Also shown are Fort BillingTotal values based on Fort information.
The estimated energy use of 1,728,770million Btu for all fossil fuels
was not adjusted to match the actual of 1,752,426million Btu from billing
data. For the Fort, this baseline accounts for 94% of the natural gas use,
98% of the #2 fuel oil use, and 112% of the #6 fuel oil use.
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TABLE A.11. Fort Lewis Estimated Total Fossil-FuelUse (MBtu) Comparison
with Billing Values
Natural Gas #2 Fuel Oil #6 Fuel Oil Total
Non-System Total 583,962 395,161 0 979,122
All System Total 379,378 1,099 369,171 749,648
All Base EstimatedTotal 963,340 396,260 369,171 1,728,770
Fort Billing Total 1,019,039 403,842 329,545 1,752,426
Percent Difference 94.5 98.I 112 9g
A.5 THERMAL DISTRIBUTIONSYSTEM BREAKDOWN
An analysis of each thermal distributionsystem was completed as a part
of the Fort Lewis EUI and energy consumptionbaseline. Fuel use, building
types, square footages, operation, occupancy,plant characteristicsand line
loss data were collected or derived for analysis of each system. Each sys-
tem's total fuel consumptionwas used to calibrate the final allocation of all
energy to buildings and other uses.
The allocation of fuel use between the primary end-uses (space heating
and domestic water heating) was based on EUI data collected for the Fort Lewis
area and climate conditions. Data supplied by PNL on-site metering was also
used. All but one of the eight (analyzedas seven) primary systems used both
natural gas and fuel oil during the course of the base year. In order to
allocate each different fuel to its appropriateuse, a ratio of fuel use in
each system was derived. This ratio was then applied to all fuel use in all
end-uses. Appropriate weighting of each fuel use was accomplishedin this
manner. The ratios, shown in Table A.12 as a percentage of total fuel, are
based directly on total reported fuel use for the 1989 base year for each
system plant.
This data was used along with the building and plant efficiency adjust-
ment factors and the line loss data to allocate the energy use of each system
among all used. Tables A.13 through A.19 provide details on the allocation of
fuel use to buildings, end-uses, and losses for each of the thermal systems.
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TABLE A.I2. Fossil-FuelUse Percentagesof Total for Systems at Fort Lewis
Percentaqeof Total Fossil Fuel
System Natural Gas #2 Oil #6 Oil
6 96.7 0.0 3.3
7 92.8 7.2 0.0
9 65.8 0.0 34.2
10/11 46.0 0.0 54.0
14 0.3 0.0 99.7
3LC 77.2 0.0 22.8
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This appendix provides the listing of 61 efficiency measures that were
investigatedfor potential implementationat Fort Lewis. Consultationwith
Fort Lewis staff, energy-conservationexperts, and PNL staff screened the list
to 35 that were analyzed for efficiency potential and cost-effectiveness. A




The current insulation level of the building envelope and the building
age were major factors affecting implementationof ECOs in this group. This
was often difficult to discern because of the large number of building types
and their widely varying ages. Discussionswith Fort Lewis staff were helpful
to ascertain the general condition of the buildings and to gain a history of
retrofit measures the Fort has taken in the past. These ECOs affect space-
heating fuel use only"
• Insulate suspended ceilings of commercial buildings >20 years with
batt-type, non-rigid insulation from R-11 to R-19.
• Insulate attic ceilings of wood frame buildings (residentialand
wooden barracks) with batt-type, non-rigid insulation from R-11 to
R-Ig.
• Blow-in wall insulation for wooden frame buildings from a base R-11
insulationvalue (suppliedby solid foam insulation)to R-19.
• Insulate interior brick surface walls with furring strips and fire-
proof gypsum board to hold the insulation in place. This was con-
sidered for only a portion of the concrete barracks.




• Insulate floor above crawl space by hanging insulation from the
current R-3 level to R-11 on 75% of the wooden barracks. Material
costs include the batt-type insulation,wire mesh, and vapor bar-
rier costs but not the costs associatedwith skirting about the
perimeter of the building, because air flow is necessary to prevent
condensationbuildup.
• Install storm windows as a retrofit on 30% of the windows in
concrete barracks.
• Caulk and weatherstripwindows and leaks to reduce infiltrationon
buildings that serve as residences (residentialhousing and wooden
and concrete barracks).
Buildinq Auxiliary Heatinq Measures
These ECOs affect space-heatingfuel use only:
• Install infrared heaters for radiationheating of limited spaces
within large areas including hangars, motor pools, and warehouse
building types.
• Install programmablesetback thermostatcontrols. Mechanical, pin-
operated setback thermostats have been tried at Fort Lewis with
limited success. Uncomplicated,user-friendlyprogrammablethermo-
stats are available that may provide a more effective conservation
measure.
Water Heatinq Measures
These ECOs affect domestic hot water fuel use only:
• Install low-flow shower heads in the remaining available locations.
From discussionswith Fort Lewis staff, it was determined that this
ECO is being implementedwhen replacement is necessary. A penetra-
tion rate of 30% was used in this assessment to account for the
shower heads that have not been replaced with this conservation
measure.
• Insulate DHW pipes in buildings that serve as residences (residen-
tial housing and wooden and concrete barracks). Becausemost DHW
pipes are confined in the building'swalls, this assessment consid-
ered only that a small exposed portion (10 feet) of the total DHW
pipe length would be economical to retrofit.
• Install speciallylined (non-corrosive)gas water heaters. This
ECO is part of a fuel-switchingoption outlined below.
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Boiler Measures
Boiler cap_city (MBtu/hr)and age, and fuel type were the main factors
affecting implementationof ECOs in this group. Typically, the Fort Lewis
main plant boilers for central steam distributionranged from 5 to 60 MBtu/hr.
The boilers dedicated to a building unit typically ranged in size from 0.2 to
I MBtu/hr. These ECOs affected space-heatingfuel use only:
• Installa combustion air preheater to reduce energy losses in the
boiler flue. Applicable to capacities >40 MBtu/hr.
• Install feedwater economizers in the boiler flue to preheat
condensate return and make-up water. Applicable to capacities
>3 MBtu/hr.
• Install air-atomizingburners and low excess air (LEA) burners for
oil-burning boilers to increasecombustion efficiency. Applicable
to all sizes of oil burners; increasedefficiency is related to the
age of the retrofit boiler.
• Perform boiler tuneup by optimizing air-to-fuelratios. Applicable
to all boiler sizes and should be performed once a year.
• Install flue gas analyzers to assist in maintaining optimal boiler
efficiency. Applicable to capacities >10 MBtu/hr.
• Install automaticelectric dampers to reduce standby loss when the
boiler is not in use. Applicable to all boiler sizes; most
effectivewith boilers that cycle diurnally.
• Install new and more efficient oil- or gas-burning conventional
boilers. Applicable to capacities <25 MBtu/hr; it is thought that
the high capital costs associdtedwith capacities greater than this
would warrant a more detailed study by each individual boiler case.
This ECO is part of a fuel-switchingoption outlined below.
• Install new gas pulse or condensing boilers to replace older, less
efficient oil boilers. Applicable to capacities <I MBtu/hr. This
ECO is part of a fuel-switchingoption outlined below.
• Install fire-tube turbulators in fire-tube boilers to improve
overall combustion efficiency. Applicable to boilers between I and
20 MBtu/hr that are older than 15 years.
• Replace manual boiler blow-down system with a continuous boiler




Install oxygen trim control to maintain low excess air levels.
Applicable to all boiler sizes.
• Provide maintenance of existing feedwater economizersfound on
larger (>3 MBtu/hr) boilers.
District Thermal DistributionMeasures
The steam- and fuel-line diameters and current insulation levels, as
well as the capacity and age of the main plant boilers and thermal distribu-
tion lines, were important factors affecting the level of implementationof
the ECOs in this category. Discussionswith Fort Lewis staff and energy
conservationexperts were helpful in developing the potential strategy for
implementingthese ECOs. One of the consulting experts has gained consider-
able experience in this area while working at UCLA. These ECOs affect space-
heating fuel use only:
• Repair or replace defective steam traps. The number of defective
traps is largely dependent on the size of the distribution system,
including the number of buildings,mechanical control rooms, heat-
ing coils within the buildings, and the length of pipe both above
and below ground.
• Insulate buried pipe of main distribution lines. This assessment
considers insulating only a small portion (15%) of the buried dis-
tribution lines because of accessibility and locating problems.
• Insulate above-groundpipe of main distributionlines. This would
largely affect distributionline above ground not found in the
building's interiorwhere thermal losses could be a source of space
heating.
• Insulate hot fuel-oil pipes leading from the heater to the burner
within the boiler. Of the ECOs considered at Fort Lewis, asbestos
abatement programs will largely affect only the piping insulation
measures. Much of the piping insulation that is 20 to 30 years old
contains asbestos. Asbestos removal and/or abatement can include
the following costs: asbestos removal equipment, preparing area
for asbestos removal, demolition, disposal of asbestos-ladenmate-
rial, cleanup after demolition, encapsulation,and OSHA testing.
These activities can be expensive. Past abatement programs at
Fort Lewis have mainly focused on encapsulatingthe asbestos
insulation with an epoxy-like sealant and applying new insulation
rather than removing the asbestos.
• Locate steam mass losses in buried steam distributionlines with
infrared (IR) technology and repair the leaks. This is a proven
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Lechnology that uses a special camera and video screen to detect
leaks. It can detect temperature differentials as low as 0.1oC and
locate leaks up to 6 feet below the ground level, depending on the
size of the leak. The IR scanning is most effective at night when
the effect of sunlight can be isolated, during cold weather (at
which time the thermal distribution system may be operating at near
maximumcapacity, and the thermal differential may be most
intense), and when the scanning takes place from an elevated
vantage point, such as a rooftop. In addition, the soil at Fort
Lewis is largely a mixture of gravel and rock moraine material left
from Ice Age glaciation. This soil type has excellent drainage
characteristics,allowing for additionalcontrast in areas of steam
leaks. Losses in condensate return lines are typically low because
of low line pressure and temperature.
° Installwater-to-waterheat exchangers for heat recovery in dining
hall facilities.
• Insulate hot water storage tanks.
Fuel-SwitchingOpportunities
Fuel-switchingis another area of conservationpotential. While effi-
ciency improvementsare possible with new technologies(e.g., the specially
lined, non-corrosivewater heaters are more efficient than the conventional
electric water heaters), fuel-switchingcan allow the consumer to take advan-
tage of more economical fuel choices. Fuel-switchingopportunities investi-
gated for Fort Lewis include the following:
• Switch old oil boiler to a conventionalgas boiler.
• Switch old oil boiler to a gas pulse combustion boiler.
• Switch conventionalelectric water heater to a specially lined gas
water heater with the following two scenarios:
I. Replace 100% of existing conventionalwater heaters with the
specially lined gas water heaters all at once.
2. Informationfrom Fort Lewis staff indicatesthat the life
expectancy of the existing water heaters is less than five
years due to tank corrosioncaused by carbonic acid. ReDlace
20% of the existing conventionalwater heaters with the
specially lined gas water heaters each year.
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B.I.2 Efficiency Measures Not Considered
A number of additional resource opportunities identified by this assess-
ment were not further investigatedfor implementationat Fort Lewis because
I) it is believed they did not offer an adequate level of efficiency resource
potential; 2) they could only be addressedthrough a more focused data collec-
tion effort, which is beyond the scope of this initial effort; and/or 3) they
did not involve a retrofit or insLallationand were focused primarily on main-
tenance or operation scheduling. Because of the temperate climate in which
Fort Lewis exists, no cooling system conservationmeasures were considered for
the Fort. The resource opportunities by end-use sector that were not consid-
ered follow.
Buildinq Envelope Measures
• Insulate roof. This measure involves demolishingthe existing
roof, providing required insulation,and installing a new roof.
This costly measure may be more effectivelyreplaced by insulating
a portion of the ceiling plenum or attic space.
• Insulate crawl space by filling entire cavity. This would elimi-
nate ventilation and air movement within the crawl space, allowing
condensate to accumulate which could lead to deterioration of the
floor structure.
• Insulate supply and return ducts. Only limited informationwas
available for characterizingthis measure at Fort Lewis and was,
therefore, not considered.
• Install vapor barriers in walls, ceilings, and roofs.
• Install reflective roof surfaces and tinted or reflective windows.
This is a cooling-systemECO.
• Adjust space temperature and humidity settings.
• Reduce window area in building.
Buildinq Auxiliary Heatinq
• Replace current residentialspace heating equipment with small
boilers (hydronics).
• Install hot water supply temperature reset control system.





• Lower hot water temperatures. Domestic hot water temperaturesare
normally maintained at a minimum of 140°F to prevent harmful
bacteria growth.
• Reduce operating hours for water heating systems.
• Reduce hot water loads.
• Preheat boiler feedwaterwith reclaimedwaste heat from a dining
hall or laundry use.
BoiIer Measures
• Install barometric dampers. These dampers are less reliable than
the slightly more expensive automaticelectric dampers.
• Replace district thermal distributionsystems with individual
boilers. This measure would reduce much of the thermal and mass
losses associated with the district systems; however, the larger-
capacity district system boilers are usually better maintained and
operate with efficiencieshigher than that of stand-aloneboilers.
Maintenance and service costs would likely be greater with many
individualboilers.
• Clean boiler surfaces of fouling.
• Improve feedwaterchemical treatment to reduce fouling. Operation
costs would likely be greater due to the potential increase in man-
power needs for adjustment of steam traps and other distribution
components.
• Reduce boiler steam pressure/temperature.
• Optimize boiler operating schedule.
• Insulate the boiler.
District Thermal DistributionMeasures
• Heating fuel oil. This is an importantmeasure that is, however,
usually already in place for highly viscous oils (such as residual
#6 oil). Typically, a tank outlet heater is used to heat the oil
as it leaves the tank to 140°F,anda second heater located just
prior to the burner section of the boiler heats the oil to
approximately IgO°F.
• Insulate fuel-oil tanks. Because it is only necessary to heat the
fuel oil at the outlet of tne tank, it is generally not essential





• Reduce steam and condensate flow rates in pipes.
Fuel-SwitchinqOpportunities
• Dual-fuel burners on boilers. These are generally effective for
boiler capacities >I MBtu/hr. Because the main plant boilers at
Fort Lewis are already on interruptiblerates, they either
currently have dual-fuel capabilitiesor they have alternatemeans
to provide for the necessary space heating requirements. This
leaves a very small number of large boilers that could benefit from
dual-fuel capabilities.
B.2 ENERGY-EFFICIENCYMEASURE EVALUATION
This section describes the six categories of energy-efficiencymeasures
considered at Fort Lewis. These are building envelope, building auxiliary
heating, water heating, boiler measures, district system measures, and fuel-
switchingopportunities. The discussion of each measure category contains a
brief description of the analytical procedure, assumptions employed, and
analysis results, which include the annual energy savings, value of energy
savings, levelized operation and maintenance costs (O&M), the net present
value (NPV) of the various measures broken down by sector, end use, and fuel
type. The sectors are identified as residential buildings (Res), non-
residential non-districtsystem buildings (Non Res/Non Sys), non-residential
district system buildings (Non Res/Sys) and district thermal distribution
system (Dist Sys). Within each of these sectors, the analysis of the measures
was conducted by type of fuel consumed, fuel oil #2 (F02), fuel oil #6 (F06),
natural gas (NG) and electricity.
B.2.1 Analysis of Buildinq EnvelopeMeasures
This section discusses the analysis of the eight building envelope meas-
ures considered. These are primarily insulation retrofit measures that affect
suspended ceilings, attics, walls, perimeter of slab-on-grade,and crawl
spaces, as well as installing storm windows and caulking and weatherstripping




Energy savings calculationsdeveloped for building envelope measures
were derived from procedures in ASHRAE Fundamentals. For each measure, both
the current and post-measureinstallationheat loss was calculated. The dif-
ference between the two heat loss values is the energy savings.
Several inputs are required to calculate heat loss for measures that
increase the thermal resistance of building envelope components (e.g.,
ceiling, attic, wall, floor, storm windows, slab-on-grade,etc.). These
include heat transfer coefficient [Btu/(hrft2)],area of affected surface
(ft2),site-specific heatingdegree days [(°Fday)/yr],and a correction factor
correlated to the heating degree day value. In addition, the efficiency of
the heating source (boiler, furnace, etc.) is accounted for in the calculation
algorithm. The total heat loss is divided by the efficiency factor to account
for the additional energy required to supply the heat which actually enters
the building envelope.
Associated with each measure is a penetrationrate. This rate is
occasionallyless than one and occurs when it is not possible to install the
measure in all the potential area (e.g., reaching all the potential crawl
space area with insulationmay not be possible without extensive excavation).
The measures that save energy by reducing heat loss through infiltration
are caulking and weatherstripping. Requisite inputs for energy savings calcu-
lations include: specific heat (Btu/(IbmoF))and density (Ibm/ft3) of air,
building volume (ft3),percent reduction in infiltration,and site-specific
heating degree days [(oFday)/yr].
Results
The results of the analysis of the building envelope measures are
located in Table B.I. There were eight measure types applied resulting in 32
cases in which the measure energy savings, cost, net present value and _lue
index were calculated. Of the 32 cases, 11 had positive net present values.
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B.2.2 Analysis of Buildinq Auxiliary Heatinq Measures
This section presents the analysis of the two auxiliary heating energy
efficiency measures: I) infrared heaters for limited spaces within both
classes of non-residentialbuildings such as hangars, motor pools, and ware-
houses and 2) programmablesetback thermostat controls.
Analytical Procedure
Energy-savingscalculationsdeveloped for building auxiliary heating
measures were derived from procedures in ASHRAE Fundamentalsand from discus-
sion with HVAC vendors concerning thermostat setback control devices. Both
measures provide efficiency improvementover standard technologies. Infrared
heaters are an effective method of selectivelyheating limited areas in large
buildings such as hangars. They operate in a wide temperaturerange, from
300°F up to 5000°F. Because they heat as a radiative source using the infra-
red portion of light's spectrum, they heat only objects and not the medium
that it must pass through to reach the object (i.e., air). This principle,
along with the lower fan and pump needs, saves energy.
The programmablesetback thermostatcontrol devices now available are
uncomplicatedand user-friendly. These electronicallycontrolled devices
provide the means to set back the temperaturewhen the space is unoccupied or
when a greater (or no) deviation from the normal set-point temperature can be
tolerated. This control technology is commonly used to replace mechanical,
pin-operated setback thermostats. Space-heatingsavings are the result of
lower energy use during periods when the temperature set point is reduced from
the standard level.
Results
The results of the analysis of the auxiliaryheating measures are
located in Table B.2. One measure type was analyzed for both system and non-
system natural gas fueled non-residentialbuildings, and one measure type was
analyzed for residentialbuildings fueled by natural gas. All three cases had
high positive net present values.
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B.2.3 Analysis of Water Heatinq Measures
This section discusses two water heating energy efficiencymeasures.
The first measure is to install low-flow shower heads in the remaining availa-
ble locations (about 30% of housing structures)and the second is to insulate
DHW pipes.
Analytical Procedure
Energy savings calculationsfor both measures were derived from proce-
dures in the ASHRAE Fundamentals. Inputs to calculatingthe performanceof
the low-flow shower heads included the extent of shower use and duration of
shower. The algorithms developed for the insulationof DHW pipes accounted
for convective, radiative, and conductive heat loss. For each measure, both
the current and post-measureinstallationheat loss was calculated using the
algorithms for the three heat loss modes. The difference between the two heat
loss values is the energy savings. Importantinputs to these algorithms
included: affected pipe length (ft) and diameter (inch),ambient air and
internal pipe temperature (°F), insulationthermal conductivity[Btu/
(hrftoF)], and insulation thickness (inch).
Results
The results of the analysis of the water heating efficiency measures are
located in Table B.3. Two measure types were analyzed for system and non-
system non-residentialbuildings and for residentialbuildings. The analysis
was conducted by fuel type within each of the building types, which provided
for 10 cases for calculatingmeasure energy savings, cost and net present
value. All 10 cases had positive net present values.
B.2.4 Anal.ysisof Boiler Measures
This section presents the 14 boiler efficiencymeasures that were con-
sidered. They are primarily measures where an energy saving device is
installed (combustionair preheater, feedwater economizer,air atomizing
burner and low excess air burner, flue gas analyzer,fire-tube turbulators)or
maintenance of existing equipment is provided (boilertune-up to optimize air-








Energy savings calculationsdeveloped for boiler measures were derived
from contacts with vendors and from boiler operation handbooks. These
measures provided efficiency improvementsthat were primarily based on boiler
age and boiler stack temperatures. Previous boiler studies performed at the
Fort provided useful informationregardingthese two measures. Boiler
capacity (MBtu/hr)was an additional factor affecting the implementationof
measures. Typically, the Fort Lewis main plant boilers for central steam
distribution ranged between 5 and 60 MBtu/hr. The boilers dedicated to a
building unit typically ranged in size from 0.2 to I MBtu/hr. Many of the
measures, such as the combustion air preheater or feedwater economizers,
capture and save energy by reducing boiler stack temperatures. Other
measures, such as the boiler tuneup and oxygen trim controls, optimize the
air-to-fuel ratios to provide for more energy efficient combustion.
Results
The results of the analysis of the boiler efficiency measures are
located in Table B.4. There were 14 measures applied to non-residential
buildings served directly by fuel oil and natural gas and those served by a
district system,which provided for 38 cases in which the measure energy sav-
ings, cost, and net present value were calculated. Out of the 38 cases ana-
lyzed, 28 have positive net present values.
B.2.5 An.aIysisof District Thermal DistributionMeasures
This section describes seven energy-efficiencymeasures for application
to the district heat distributionsystems, including repairingdefective steam
traps, insulating buried steam and above-grounddistribution lines, locating
and repairing ste_ mass loss in the distributionlines, water-to-waterheat
recovery in dining hall facilities, and insulatinghot water storage tanks.
Analytical Procedu.re
Energy savings calculationsdeveloped for district thermal distribution
measures were derived from district thermal distributionhandbooks and con-
tacts with vendors and a consulting expert with considerabledistrict thermal
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operating experience at the campus of UCLA. The calculationsof energy sav-
ings involving insulationof pipes and hot water storage tanks follows ASHRAE
Fundamentalsprinciples and is discussed in Section 2.3.1. Insulation and
repair of buried distributionpipes included additional costs associatedwith
locating leaks with infrared detection devices and excavation. Energy savings
calculated for the water-to-waterheat recovery devices in the dining halls
included standard heat transfer calculationswith required _putsof flow
rates, operation schedule,temperaturedifferences between the discharged
water and incoming water, and estimated heat recovery potential with the heat
exchanger.
Results
The results of the analysis of the district thermal distribution system
measures are located in Table B.5. There were seven measures applied to the
district thermal distributionsystem, which provided 18 cases in which the
measure energy savings, cost, and net present value were calculated. Fifteen
of the 18 cases had positive net present values.
B.2.6 Analysis of Fuel-SwitchinQOpportunities
This section describes three fuel-switchingopportunities" two relate
to switching old oil-fired boilers to a conventionalgas-fired boiler or a gas
pulse combustion boiler; the third involves replacing conventionalelectric
water heaters with specially lined gas water heaters.
Analytical Procedure
Replacing the old oil boilerswith new gas boilers, whether with conven-
tional gas boilers or gas pulse combustion boilers,will result in increased
efficiency and energy savings. However, because an electric water heater is
nominally 100% efficient, and a gas water heater is between 75% and 95%
efficient, there will be no energy (Btu) savings for delivery of the same
quantity of hot water with this measure. The benefit of this measure,




The results of the analysis of the three fuel-switchingopportunities
are provided in Table B.6. The opportunitieswere applicable to all three
building types and provided nine cases in which the energy use change, cost,
and net present value were calculated. Energy use is projected to increase in
four of the cases, yet one of these had a positive net present value. Four
additional cases exhibit positive net present values, for a total of five.
B.2.7 Enerqy Analysis Results Summary
Of the 110 cases analyzed, 72 have positive net present values. Five of
these were dropped due to competingmeasures that have higher net present
values. The remaining 67 measures are displayed in Table B.7 with their
estimated initial capital cost, present value of operation and maintenance
costs, annual energy savings, value of annual energy savings, net present
value, and value index. These are sorted by applicationto each of the four
sectors-odistrictsystem, non-residentialnon-system buildings, non-
residential system buildings, and residentialbuildings.
B.3 ENERGY RESOURCE OPPORTUNITIES IMPACT SUMMARY
The total cost-effectivefossil-fuelefficiency resource at Fort Lewis
amounts to over 319,000 MBtu, a reductionof approximately 18% of all the
fossil fuel consumed in 1989. Acquiring all of the cost-effectiveresource
would be an investmentwith an estimatednet present value of approximately
$41.6 million. The annual fuel expenditure savings, evaluated at 1991 fuel
prices, would be over $2.3 million. Table B.8 summarizes the cost-effective
efficiency resource by end-use sector and by fuel type. In the context of
this discussion, the cost-effectiveresource includes all energy conservation
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